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NEW QUESTION: 1
If the host name is changed in the sysname file, which other
files need to be modified? (Choose three.)
A. types.cf
B. gabtab
C. main.cf
D. llthosts
E. llttab
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Host A pings interface S0/0 on router 3. What is the TTL value
for that ping?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: C
Explanation:
From the CCNA ICND2 Exam book: "Routers decrement the TTL by 1
every time they forward a packet; if a router
decrements the TTL to 0, it throws away the packet. This
prevents packets from rotating forever." I want to make it
clear that before the router forwards a packet, the TTL is
still remain the same. For example in the topology above,
pings to S0/1 and S0/0 of Router 2 have the same TTL.
The picture below shows TTL values for each interface of each
router and for Host B.
Notice that Host A initializes
ICMP packet with a TTL of 255:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which method below is NOT one of the ways to communicate using
the Management API's?
A. Typing API commands using the "mgmt._cli" command
B. Typing API commands using Gaia's secure shell (clash)19+
C. Sending API commands over an http connection using
web-services
D. Typing API commands from a dialog box inside the
SmartConsole GUI application
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80/APIs/#introduction%20
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